Graduate Studies Committee
October 29, 2013


GPSA Members: C. Campbell, A. Strong, T. Beaulieu, M. Slaker

Members absent: D. Heo, C. Parks, R. Walling, P. Sturko, K. Trebitz, J. Vaux

Graduate School Staff: L. Carris, B. Caro, A. Rarig

10.15.13 Meeting minutes: -Approved

Courses:
GAH 503: Animal Human Disease Interface –Approved (7 in favor, 4 in opposition) *Approval contingent upon writing learning outcomes in a more consistent style
GAH 504: Multidisciplinary Approaches to Global Health Challenges -Tabled
NEP/PHARMS 530: Foundations of Cellular Regulation-Approved

Programs:
MS in Agriculture Plant Health Management Option -Approved

Discussion:

• Student learning outcomes